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ABSTRACT: A family of curves based fiber path optimization approach is developed 

to optimize the fiber paths in composite laminate with a centered hole, in an attempt 

to improve the uniaxial tensile load carrying capabilities. In the proposed optimization 

method, a novel family of curves with two design variables is assumed to approximate 

the fiber paths in composite laminate. The principal stress trajectories are chosen as 

the desired fiber paths in order to make full usage of the mechanical properties of 

continuous fibers. The objective function is constructed by the nonlinear weighted 

least squares method, taking the first principal stress components as the weights. 

Using the Trust-Region-Reflective algorithm, the design variables appeared in the 

family of curves can be optimized. Once the optimal design variables are obtained, 

consequently, the fiber paths are optimized. With the obtained optimal path results, a 

comparative study will be given by means of two laminates, the path optimized 
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